
Feelings & emotions give rise to thoughts. 
The thoughts come from the stirrings.

Thoughts that arise from spiritual 
consolation should be accepted. 

Those from spiritual desolation - rejected.





Review 

The title of the Rules and the first four rules 
are essentially instructive

Basic paradigm:  

Be aware 

Understand

Take action



First 2 rules outline the action of the two 
spirits with respect to the fundamental 
direction of a person’s spiritual life:

Moving away from God (Rule 1)

Moving toward God (Rule 2)



Rule 1 

The enemy encourages, suggests sensual 
pleasures through the imagination

While the Good Spirit bites and stings the 
conscience thru reason & moral judgment



Rule 2 

The enemy bites, stings, saddens, puts 
obstacles, disquiets with false reasons

While the Good Spirit and His angels 
encourage, strengthen, console and ease



Third and fourth rules describe the two 
interior movements we are to discern:

Spiritual Consolation (Rule 3)

Spiritual Desolation (Rule 4)

Note the adjective “spiritual” as compared to 
“non-spiritual” 

Now we are equipped to be aware and to 
understand the movements



Rule 3 – Spiritual Consolation

An experience of God’s love

An interior movement in the soul in which 
the soul is inflamed with love of God

Every increase in the 3 theological virtues of 
faith, hope, love and all interior joy

An uplift of the heart



Rule 4 – Spiritual Desolation

A Time of Trial

In contrast to rule 3 which was an uplifting, 

rule 4 is a downward pull toward low & 
earthly things, disquiet, agitations & 
temptations, lack of confidence, without 
hope & love, totally slothful, tepid and sad



As if separated from one’s Creator and Lord

An affective heaviness directly impacting our

Faith and pursuit of God’s will

Discouragement, feels abandoned by God



Thoughts that come from spiritual 
consolation and spiritual desolation have 3 
elements:

– An external reality that serves as an 
instrument of a spirit (good or enemy)

– An internal experience of affectivity 
(happy/sad) 

– A series of thoughts (energizing/diminishing) 
that arise from the experience



For just as consolation is contrary to 
desolation, in the same way thoughts that 
come from consolation are contrary to the 
thoughts that come from desolation

The stirrings give rise to thoughts

A link can be identified between the affective 
(feeling) stirrings and the consequent 
thought: the 2nd from the 1st



Consolation: driving home from work, a 
woman feels deep spiritual consolation

She is filled with an awareness of God’s love 
for her

In this joy, she begins to plan new ways of 
responding to her family

Out of affective experiences of spiritual 
consolation arise new & graced thoughts



Desolation: a man feels disheartened, far 
from God in his prayer time

In his discouragement (affective) he thinks 
of postponing or abandoning his practice of 
daily prayer

From the affective experience of spiritual 
desolation arise new and harmful thoughts

What to do with the respective thoughts



The remaining rules tell:

How to accept faithfully the work of the good 
spirit in spiritual consolation

How to reject efficaciously the work of the 
enemy in spiritual desolation



Clearly the primary reality is the action of the 
Good Spirits 

We always want to cooperate with the work 
God is doing

Spiritual desolation is dangerous if not 
appropriately rejected



Principal obstacle in growth toward God:

The weakening induced by the 
discouragement and disheartening 

insinuation of spiritual desolation

Response to desolation is crucial in 
determining progress



Rules 5-8 discuss rejecting desolation by 
what we should and should not do in time of 
spiritual desolation



How to reject efficaciously the lie, the 
disheartening action of the enemy in 
spiritual desolation and accept God’s action 
in the uplifting action of His Spirit

The danger lies within the desolation and 
the potential for spiritual harm. 



The principle obstacle on the journey, is the 
weakening induced by the discouragement 
and disheartening insinuations of the 
spiritual desolation

The crucial issue is how we respond to 
spiritual desolation when it comes

To this end the rest of the rules tend



Content of this presentation is based 
on

“Discernment of Spirits”

by
Fr. Timothy Gallagher, OMV 



5th Rule

In times of desolation, never make a 
change in spiritual proposals.  Be firm 
and constant in proposals made in 
preceding calm or consolation.  

Right decisions cannot be reached with 
the enemy as a counselor.



This rule is directed at people who are in a 
time of desolation

Can last for a moment, hour, day, or weeks 
at a time

Includes any of the forms in rule 4



Darkness of soul, disturbance in it, 
movement to low and earthly things, disquiet 
from various agitations and temptations, 
moving to lack of confidence, without hope, 
without love, totally slothful, tepid, sad, and 
as if separated from one’s creator and Lord



The guideline is simple and absolute:

In time of spiritual desolation, 

never make a change



St. Ignatius is speaking here of spiritual 
desolation

There are times in non-spiritual desolation 
when change in needed ie times of physical 
exhaustion or emotional stress



The tactic of the enemy in the darkness of 
spiritual desolation is to suggest that we 
reverse the decisions taken in the preceding 
times of light

For instance, in a time of fervor, a decision 
to make a retreat is made, but as the date 
grows closer, the heart becomes anxious 
about household responsibilities, etc. And 
the decision to go is questioned



Lenten resolutions to pray daily, read 
Scripture or fast once a week

A few days in the thought may arise, “oh you 
were being over ambitious. You don’t need 
to do that today…”



St. Ignatius  knows from experience that it is 
precisely such strengthening “proposals and 
determinations,” decided upon in earlier 
times of spiritual tranquility and consolation 
that the enemy will attempt to undermine in 
time of spiritual desolation



“NEVER” means never with no exceptions

Therefore, if you know you are in a time of 
spiritual desolation, you cannot make any 
changes to previous decisions regarding 
your spiritual life, ie prayer, service of God, 
apostolate initiatives, and other aspects of 
your spiritual life



Example:

Pastor David agrees to lead a retreat

Three days before the retreat, he is obliged 
to handle a difficult parish matter

Discouraged, he doubts his ability 

Then he reflects and questions whether he 
should do the retreat



Two questions:

1. Is he in a time of spiritual desolation?

2. Is he considering a change to a spiritual 
proposal made before the desolation 
began?



Ignatius’ reason for the categorical “never” 
regarding changes in time of spiritual 
desolation:

Because, as in consolation the good spirit 
guides and counsels us more, so in 
desolation the bad spirit, with whose 
counsels we cannot find the way to a right 
decision



The counsel of the bad spirit, if followed, will 
always lead to spiritual diminishment

Our call is to remain firm and constant while 
in desolation



6th Rule

Resist the desolation by changing 
oneself intensely through:  

- increased prayer

- meditation 

- much examination, and 

- suitable penance



Rule 6

Although in desolation we should not 
change our first proposals, it is very 
advantageous to change ourselves
intensely against the desolation itself, as by 
insisting more upon prayer, meditation, upon 
much examinations, and upon extending 
ourselves in some suitable way of doing 
penance



The Changes That We Should Make

We are not to change proposals but rather 
to change ourselves precisely against the 
desolation itself



It is not passive resignation, but active 
resistance

Always take active steps to resist and reject 
the desolation itself – unresisted, it will do 
much spiritual damage

Change oneself intensely against the 
desolation



Spiritual Means for a Spiritual Struggle

Ignatius names the 4 means, prayer, 
meditation, much examination and some 
suitable way of doing penance

And urges us to resist spiritual desolation by 
intensifying certain of our spiritual practices 
that may assist us in our confrontation with 
desolation



Prayer

Prayer of petition: beg God’s help in 
resisting and overcoming desolation

We often experience a sense of 
helplessness. The enemy insinuates the 
inevitability of defeat



Turning to God in prayer in time of 
desolation directly counters the sense of 
separation from God induced by spiritual 
desolation

God who hears the cry of the poor, does not 
leave us without His Strengthening grace 
when we call upon Him



Meditation

Ignatius proposes a particular kind of 
meditation directed toward replenishing our 
spiritual energy in a situation of special 
vulnerability—the time of spiritual desolation



Meditation that centers on truths of faith, 
words of Scripture, memories of our own life 
history, and similar considerations that 
reveal God’s loving fidelity to us and so 
instill new spiritual vitality when our hearts 
are heavy

To meditate, in the time of darkness, on the 
strengthening truths of faith, is necessary



Example of much examination

Ray leaves for work

Distracted prayer on the train to work

Grumpy at work, no prayer at noon

Considering taking lunch in a bad 
environment, an occasion of temptation

He reflects on his day to find its start



He remembers that it started before he left 
for work with brushing off his son

He had a new sense of clarity, that lightens 
his heart and he grasps clearly what he 
must do

The desolation lifts and he returns to his 
normal patterns



Spiritual desolation continues to deepen 
until he stops to examine it and become 
aware of its cause

At this moment desolation is stripped of 
much of its power and Ray understands 
exactly how to reject it



Some Suitable Way of Doing Penance

As a way of rejecting desolation

Penance is suitable when it counters the 
precise tendency to flight we feel in the 
spiritual desolation and permits us to act 
against the specific form of desolation we 
are undergoing ie instead of cutting prayer 
short stay an extra minute or two



7th Rule

In desolation, consider how the Lord 
has allowed the trial so that you can 
resist 

Divine help is always with you  



Rule 7

Spiritual Desolation: A Time for Resistance

The Thinking That Strengthens Our Resolve

How to think in times of spiritual desolation



Three elements of consideration

1. The desolation is a trial permitted by the 
Lord

2. The nature of the trial

3. The Divine purpose in allowing this trial



The trial is permitted by God and not 
meaningless

This awareness gives new energy to  resist 
and reject the desolation itself

Since desolation is at the feeling level, 
Ignatius says to engage the thoughts to 
overcome the effect of the desolation and 
where it wants to take you



Nature of the Trial

God has taken away their fervor and left 
them to their own natural powers

They can choose, read & think, imagine  

Disquiet, sadness, agitation, various 
temptations typical of desolation invade 
them

They feel as if separated from God



Purpose of the Trial

Let one who is in desolation consider how 
the Lord has left him in trial in his natural 
powers, so that he may resist various 
agitations and temptations of the enemy



Repeated experience of and resistance to 
the trial of spiritual desolation is the normal 
path toward freedom from subjugation to 
such desolation

These trials serve to free us from the very 
bondage they threaten us with by enduring 
them



People “feel” they can’t do it, but they can, 
and must to prevent spiritual damage

The “I can’t” then becomes the “I can”

God always gives us sufficient grace to 
resist



The enemy knows that in remembering the 
graces received we find strength against the 
present temptation; for this reason he tries 
to lead us to forget

Remember the great comfort and 
consolation the Lord is want to give to such 
souls



Through striving to resist in times of spiritual 
desolation 

we become increasingly able to resist

God may take away consolations, but He 
always leaves sufficient grace for salvation



8th Rule

In desolation, work toward patience 
and think that consolation will soon 
return  

Diligently resist as in Rule 6
Prayer, Meditation, Examination & suitable Penance



Rule 8     Spiritual Desolation: 

A Time for Patience

Let one who is in desolation work to be in 
patience, which is contrary to the vexations 
which come to him, and let him think that he 
will soon be consoled, diligently using the 
means against such desolation, as is said in 
the sixth rule 



The key virtue in Spiritual Desolation is  
patience

Perseverance in times of desolation requires 
patience

We are to work to persist in such patience



Continue daily duties at whatever cost by

great effort

without fervor, but performed

working to remain faithfully patient



In times of desolation, continue in 
commitments.  Resolve to remain 
committed.  Fulfill responsibilities whatever 
the cost.  Attempt to live with greater love in 
time of darkness than in time of peace

This is how one remains faithfully patient



There is a certain way of thinking that will 
further assist in resisting the desolation: 

“and let him think that he will soon be consoled”

A time for patient waiting



Spiritual desolation claims power over the 
past and the future: universal statements

The enemy falsely claims such power and 
instills a conviction that the present affliction 
will remain unaltered into the future



Ignatius says when in spiritual desolation we 
should 

-think that we will soon be consoled

-reflect on the principle that the enemy does 
not possess power over the future

-remember that the future, as in all things, is 
in the hands of God whose plan of salvation 
directs all things in our lives (Rom 8:28)



Thinking is helpful, but not sufficient

Ignatius says to “think that he will soon be 
consoled, diligently using the means against 
such desolation, as is said in the sixth rule”   
This is a call to act.

Thinking plus acting: rule 6



When this thinking is joined to action: 

it achieves its full effect in breaking the grip 
of spiritual desolation

Spiritual consolation will return sooner than 
the desolation suggests, and sooner still if 
we engage diligently in the spiritual means 
available to us



Normal Christian Life

Consolation

Desolation



The process of discernment 

becoming aware of the stirrings 
understanding and 

accepting what is of the good spirit and 
rejecting what is from the bad 

decreases the intensity of the fluctuations 
and the fruit of consolation is greater while 
the harm from desolation is lessened


